
  
TIME-SENSITIVE   &   PRIVATE   INFORMATION   

Offered   to   Only   A    Select   Group    of   Our   Writing   Community   

  

How   would   you   like   to   receive   feedback   &   guidance   on    your   book    from   

a   team   of   publishing   professionals,   so   that   you   know   the   answers   to   

the   ultimate   questions   in   a   writer’s   mind...   

  
“ Is   my   book   any   GOOD?   

Will   my   book   SELL?”   
  

Keep   reading   to   find   out   about   this    unique   opportunity   
Strictly   limited   to   ten   (10)   new   Breakthrough   Bestselling   Authors.   

  

And   the   best   part?   

  
This   SECRET   is   something   I’m   about   to   make   available   to    just   ten   (10)   select   authors    who   are   serious   
about   taking   their   books   to   the   next   level   and   making   2021   the   year   they    take   action   to   make   it   
happen …   

  
Let   me   explain…   

(Turn   to   the   next   page…)   

Want   to   know   how   our   new   method   of   working   with   
authors   is   changing   the   publishing   industry?   Keep   
reading   below…   

Would   you   like   to   know   THE   #1   SECRET   behind   how   I   
went   from   an   unknown,   first-time   author   to   selling   over   

15,000   books   and   receiving   1,087   reviews   on   my   book  
(and   more   every   day)?   

  
(It’s   NOT   what   most   people   think…)   

  
If   you’re   curious,   I’ll   tell   you   about   the   SECRET   in   just   a   
moment…   

  

First,   the   reason   why   I   think   you’ll   like   this   secret   is   
because   it   doesn’t   matter   where   you   are   right   now   in   
your   author   journey…   

  

Whether   you’re   trying   to   get   from   100   reviews   to   1,000   
reviews…   0   reviews   to   100   reviews…   or   you’re   just   
trying   to   get   your   book   finished   and   published   for   the   
very   first   time…   

  
And,   by   the   way,   this   SECRET?   

  
Is   something   you   can   use   yourself.   



  

  
The   REASON   for   this   letter   today   is   because   the   answer   to   that   question   is…   

  

YES.   
  

And   the   reason   why   I’m   writing   to   YOU,   specifically?   

  
Is   because   I’ve   personally    hand-chosen    a   select   group   of   writers   from   our   community   that   I   am   
inviting   to   be   a   part   of   a   NEW   opportunity   to   work   with   our   publishing   team   on   YOUR   book,   and…   

  

YOU   are   one   of   the   people   

I’ve   chosen   to   invite…   
  

And   in   the   rest   of   this   letter…   
  

Because    time   is   extremely   tight    (as   you’ll   see),   I   want   to   tell   you   about   this   unique,   limited-time   

opportunity   to   secure   your   spot—with   some   additional   benefits   that   will    never    be   made   available   
again…   

  
But   before   I   explain   all   the   details,   it’s   important   to   understand…   

  

The   STORY   of   how   this   

all   came   about…   

(Turn   to   the   next   page…)   

So,   for   months   now…   
  

Practically   every   single   day,   I’ve   received   
emails,   Facebook   messages,   (and   even   a   few   
phone   calls)   from   our   writers,   in   some   cases   
practically   begging   me:   

  
“Morgan,   would   you   ever   consider   reviewing   my   
book   and   giving   me   professional   guidance,   insights,   
and   advice   on   how   to   make   sure   my   book   is   a   great   
book   that   becomes   a   bestseller?”   

  
Something   that   would   provide   clarity   and   
direction   and   certainty   around   what’s   working   

well   in   the   book   and   what   the   next   best   steps   
are   in   getting   the   book   ready   for   publication  
and   launch.  

  

Well,   my   friend…   

  

After   9   months   of   writing,   editing,   designing,   and   
publishing   her   book,   we   celebrated   with   an   epic   Amazon  
#1   book   launch   in   New   York   City.   



  
  
  

  
One   afternoon,   I   was   reading   through   the   manuscripts   in   the   slush   pile,   and   I   came   across   one   that   
struck   a   chord   with   me.   I   excitedly   carried   the   manuscript   into   my   editor’s   office,   set   it   on   her   desk,   

and   said,   “I   think   this   one   is   worth   looking   at.”   
    
She   picked   up   the   manuscript,   leafed   through   slowly,   and   her   head   started   nodding.   I   was   already   
celebrating   inside,   eager   to   put   our   publishing   house’s   name   to   this   book.   

  
Then,   my   editor   paused,   flipped   back   to   the   cover   letter,   found   the   author’s   name,   and   typed   the   
name   into   her   computer.   She   was   Googling   the   author.   Within   15   seconds,   the   author’s   fate   was   
sealed.   

    
“This   author   has   no   platform,   no   following.   I’m   sorry,   we   won’t   publish   this   book,   and   no   other   
publishing   house   will   likely   touch   it,   either.”   
    

She   tossed   the   manuscript   into   the   recycling   bin   under   her   desk.   
    
I   nodded,   trying   to   find   a   part   of   myself   that   could   see   her   perspective,   but   my   intuition   kept   
whispering,   “But   the   message,   it   could   have   changed   so   many   lives…!”   

    
To   be   honest,   because   that   was   more   than   15   years   ago,   I   don’t   remember   the   manuscript   or   the   
author,   and   I   don’t   know   whatever   happened   to   that   book.   
    
What   I   do   remember   is   that   this   was   the   first   of   many   similar   conversations   that   I   would   have  

within   that   publishing   house,   and   I’ve   had   dozens   of   colleagues   in   the   publishing   industry   confirm   
that,   yes,   this   is   just   how   the   business   model   works.   
    

(Turn   to   the   next   page…)   

 
The   “slush   pile”   of   unsolicited   manuscripts   at   the  
publishing   house,   where   I   was   an   editorial   assistant.   

Early   in   my   career,   I   worked   for   a   small   
publishing   house.   I   assisted   the   primary   
acquisitions   editor   of   the   company.   
    

Every   day,   we   would   get   unsolicited   
manuscripts   in   the   mail,   and   I   would   organize   
them   into   a   stack   that   we   affectionately   
referred   to   as   “the   slush   pile.”   

    
This   was   a   pile   of   full   manuscripts,   sent   by   
authors   who   were   hoping   that   we’d   read   
through,   see   the   potential   in   the   book,   and   

offer   to   publish   them.   



  
Traditional   publishing   houses   tend   to   represent   authors   who   already   have   a   fairly   large   following   
(perhaps   an   email   list,   a   social   media   presence,   a   speaking   career,   or   connections   to   get   on   TV   and   

radio).   The   publishing   house   pays   for   the   cost   of   getting   the   book   edited,   designed,   printed,   and   
distributed.   The   author   helps   to   sell   the   books.   So,   if   an   author   can’t   help   sell   the   books,   the   
publishing   house   doesn’t   see   the   monetary   incentive   to   partner   with   that   author.   
But,   could   there   be   another   way?   

    
I   left   that   publishing   house   to   go   out   on   my   own   and   work   directly   with   authors.   
I   knew   I   wanted   to   help   people   who   had   a   vision—a   business   to   grow,   clients   to   serve,   stages   to   
speak   on,   a   message   to   spread—and   if   I   could   help   them   write   their   books,   publish   their   books,   and   

market   their   books,   we   could   have   an    exponential    impact   together.   
    
That   was   the   initial   concept   of   what   would   become   “Paper   Raven   Books,”   the   company   I’ve   now   
built,   from   the   ground   up.   We   are   a   team   of   professional   writing   coaches,   editors,   designers,   

publicists,   marketers,   and   project   managers.   We   help   people   to   write,   publish,   and   market   their   
books.   
    
You   may   even   remember   some   of   the   books   we’ve   helped   produce…   

  

(Turn   to   the   next   page…)   

Mercedes   Samudio,   author   of    Shame-Proof   Parenting ,   
which   launched   as   a   Hot   New   Release   on   Amazon,   
won   six   major   book   awards,   and   skyrocketed   her   

speaking   career.   
    
Joey   Wilkes,   author   of    Rise   of   the   Millennial   
Entrepreneur ,   which   was   listed   next   to   the   legend   
Gary   Vaynerchuck’s   book   as   a   must-read   by   

Entrepreneur   Magazine    and   has   exploded   Joey’s   
consulting   business.   
    
Erin   Thorp,   author   of    Inside   Out   Empathy ,   which   was   

picked   up   by   the   executive   team   of   the   corporation   
she   works   for,   and   they   asked   Erin   to   create   an   
entirely   new   leadership   training   for   their   employees,   
based   on   her   book.   

  
Seven   Borup,   who   did   a   “rapid   release”   of   her   entire   
trilogy,    Power   of   Four,    which   has   debuted   with   over   
100   reviews,   right   off   the   bat.   

  
Tracy   Borgmeyer,   who   has   released    five    books   in   her   
Halley   Harper   series   and   sold   more   than   5,500   
copies,   with   no   pre-existing   platform   or   
connections—just   great   books   that   were   exactly   
what   her   readers   were   looking   for.   

  
Selection   of   books   recently   published   by   my   team,   plus   the   
awards   and   press   their   books   have   received.   What   does   it   
take   to   publish   a   book   like   this?   More   to   come…   



  
  

  
And,   especially   these   days,   it’s   not   your   fault   that   you   don’t   know   how   to   publish   a   book   or   get   the   

attention   of   a   publisher.   It’s   becoming   harder   and   harder,   every   year!     
  

It   used   to   be   that   you   write   a   great   book,   get   it   in   front   of   the   right   agent   or   publisher,   they’d   agree   
to   publish,   and   they’d   take   it   from   there.   

  
Now,   so   much   more   of   the   responsibility   is   on   the   author’s   shoulders   to   write   and   edit   the   book,   
build   a   “platform,”   sell   the   book   themselves.   

  

The   good   news   is   that   there   has   never   been   more   opportunity   than   now.   
  

Elizabeth   Harris   recently   wrote   an   article   in   the    New   York   Times    called,   “Surprise   Ending   for   
Publishers:   In   2020,   Business   Was   Good.”   In   it,   she   said,   “With   people   stuck   at   home   and   so   many   

other   activities   shut   down,   a   lot   of   reading—or   at   least   a   lot   of   book   buying—happened   this   year.”   
  

The   article   went   on   to   discuss   the   startling   fact   that   print   sale   books   are   up   8%—not   to   mention   
ebooks   and   audiobooks.   Publishers’   revenues   had   stagnated   over   the   last   decade   but   received   a   

massive   10%   bump   up   to   $8.6   billion   last   year,   alone.     
  

People   are   buying   and   reading   more   books   every   day.    Why   not   your   book?   
  

  Helping   people   to   write,   publish,   and   market   books    successfully    in   this   new   economy,   this   is   what   

our   team   does,   all   day,   every   day.   
  

And,   now,   it’s   no   secret   that   to   work   with   my   team   DIRECTLY…   is   expensive.   
  

(Turn   to   the   next   page…)   

  

  
“…the   book   has   over   1,000   downloads.   WooHoo!   And   there   are   still   
3   days   to   go   in   my   book   launch…”—   from   an   author   who   began   with   
ZERO   platform!   

Those   are   just   a   few   of   the   books   that   we’ve   helped   

to   write,   publish,   and   market   over   the   years.   
    
These   books   have   radically   transformed   the   lives   of   
the   authors,   bringing   in   streams   of   new   clients,   

putting   them   on   bigger   stages   than   they’d   ever  
thought   possible,   connecting   them   with   movers   and   
shakers   in   their   industry,   and   launching   their   debut   
author   careers.   

    
All   because   of   a   book.   
    
But   do   you   know   what   they   all   had   in   common?   …   

    
All   of   them   came   to   me   and   said,   “Morgan,   I   know   I   
want   to   write   a   book…   But   I   don’t   know   how.”   



  
People   who   reach   out,   asking   if   there   are   any   spots   in   our   publishing   company’s   production   
calendar   know   that   our   current   rate   is   $29,500   for   the   full   publishing   package.   

  
And,   in   case   you’re   wondering—yes,   those   are   REAL   numbers:   

  

  

  
  
  

And   then   on   TOP   of   that?   

  

(Turn   to   the   next   page…)   



  
To   get   a   SPOT   in   our   production   calendar,   people   are   waiting   three   months,   six   months,   and   longer.   

  

The   reason   we   have   to   do   that…   
  

Is   because   there’s   a   list   of   200+   people   waiting   to   grab   one   of   those   publishing   dates   the    moment   
one   does   open   up:   

  

  
  

(And,   if   you’re   wondering,   we   typically   only   accept   a   few   authors   each   month,   so   the   waitlist   is   
growing   faster   than   we   can   keep   up   with…)     

  

But   the   BIGGER   PROBLEM   is   this:   
  

As   much   as   we   LOVE   helping   writers   publish   their   books,   even   if   we   wanted   to   accept   every   

person   who   wants   to   work   with   our   team,   we   simply   couldn’t.   
  

Because,   as   our   Chief   Project   Officer,   Karen,   will   tell   you…   
  

Our   production   calendar   is   virtually   booked   solid.   This   was   our   schedule   for   this   year:   

(Turn   to   the   next   page…)   

  
In   the   first   six   months   of   2021,   our   team   launched   21   books   (and   we’re   on   pace   for   another   20   before   the   end   of   the   year).   We   are   
all-hands-on-deck   during   our   authors’   book   launches,   which   means   our   production   calendar   is   completely   full.   



  
In   fact,   that   schedule   is   one   of   the   biggest   reasons   why   our   publishing   packages   increased   last   year   
to   nearly   $30,000—we’ve   been   trying   to   grow   our   team   quickly   and   carefully   to   meet   the   demand   

for   authors   wanting   to   publish   with   our   company.   
  

But   recently,   I’ve   had   the   dilemma:   
  

Because   I   know   from   all   the   messages   I   receive   every   single   week…   
  

There   are   writers   out   there   who    can’t   afford   to   pay   the   $30,000+     to   work   directly   with   our   team…   
  

There   are   writers   out   there   who   CAN   afford   to   pay   those   numbers,   but    don’t   know   if   they’re   ready ,   
just   yet…   

  
And   there   are   writers   who   would   love   a   way   to   get   feedback   from   our   team   so   they   can   feel   

confident   moving   forward   to   getting   their   books   published…   
  

Which   brings   us   to   the   REASON  

for   this   letter   TODAY…   
  

Because,   you   see…   
  

When   we   first   opened   up   our   “Breakthrough   Bestseller”   Plan   earlier   this   year,   we   intended   on   
opening   up   just   a   handful   of   spots   over   the   summer…   

  

But   we    SOLD   OUT   10   seats   in   just   a   few   days —and   I   had   to   CLOSE   the   doors   early…   
  

And   since   then,   people   have   been   emailing,   calling,   even   sending   notes,   practically   BEGGING   me,   
asking   when   I   might   open   up   the   doors   again…   

  
The   reason   for   this   letter   here   today   to   YOU…   is   because   we’ve   decided   to   re-open   the   
opportunity   to   a   SELECT   number   of   writers   to   get   direct   feedback   from   our   team   on   your   
book—and    you    are   someone   I’ve   hand-selected   with   this   invitation.   Introducing…   

  

The   “Breakthrough   Bestseller”   Plan:   

  
Our   Team’s   Personalized   Feedback   &   Guidance     

on   YOUR   BOOK   so   that   you   know   the   answers   to     

the   ultimate   questions   in   a   writer’s   mind...   
 

“Is   my   book   any   GOOD?   
Will   my   book   SELL?”   

(Turn   to   the   next   page…)   



  
So,   what   IS   the   Breakthrough   Bestseller   Plan,   exactly?   

  

Well,   I   want   you   to   imagine   this:   
  

Imagine   sending   over   your   writing,   notes,   and   ideas   to   a   professional   book   coach.   
  

Imagine   sitting   down   with   your   book   coach   and   talking   through   your   ideas.   You   finally   have   a   
chance   to   ask   someone   your   biggest   questions   around,   “Does   this   part   of   the   book   actually   work?   
And   will   a   reader   understand   what’s   happening   here?   And   am   I    missing    anything?”   

  

You   and   your   book   coach   have   a   long   discussion   about   what’s   working   well   in   your   book   and   what   
you   could   do   to   significantly   level   up   your   book   next.   Your   book   coach   even   hands   you   an   in-depth   
feedback   letter,   so   you   have   a   plan   of   action   ready.   

  

While   you’ve   been   talking   with   your   book   coach,   a   team   of   marketing   analysts   has   been   digging   
deeply   into   your   book’s   topic,   the   number   of   books   sold   that   are   similar   to   yours,   the   number   of   
estimated   readers   for   a   book   like   yours,   and   a   reasonable   estimate   for   how   much   a   book   like   yours   
might   actually   earn   on   an   annual   basis.   

  
You   receive   an   in-depth   market   analysis   that   shows   you   exactly   how   you   can   approach   marketing   
your   book   to   get   in   front   of   exactly   the   right   readers,   the   moment   your   book   launches.   

  

You   are   relaxed,   even   confident,   and   focused.   You’ve   been   looking   forward   to   publishing   your   
book,   and   now   you   have   a   true   PLAN.   

(Turn   to   the   next   page…)   

And   some   new   ideas   have   bubbled   up,   as   you’ve   
thought   about   your   book   coach’s   insights   and   as   
you’ve   pursued   your   book’s   market   analysis.   

  
You   look   at   your   calendar   and   see   that   you   have   a   
call   coming   up   with   the   head   of   marketing   to   talk   
about   your   book’s   marketing   potential.   

  
You   put   together   some   notes   on   the   new   ideas,   
eager   to   talk   with   someone   about   what’s   working   
in   the   book   publishing   world,   right   now.   

  
You   sit   across   from   your   marketing   analyst   and   
talk   through   all   the   best   practices   for   launching   
and   marketing   a   book.   You’re   getting    real    answers   

from   someone   who   does   this   day-in-and-day-out   
for   dozens   of   books   and   can   share   with   you   
what’s   working   across   different   genres   and   in   
your   genre,   specifically.     

  

“Shame-Proof   Parenting   is   an   Award-Winning   Finalist!   So   
honored   and   happy   to   announce   that   my   book   was   selected   

as   a   finalist   in   the   Parenting   and   Family   category   in   the   
2017   International   Book   Awards.”  

  



  
The   fresh   feedback   and   guidance   fill   your   mind   with   a   new   perspective.   It   feels   good   to   hear   
professionals   talk   specifically   about   YOUR   book   with   you.     

  
You   can   see,   now,   exactly   how   your   book   is   going   to   become   a   reality.   It   seems   so   clear,   so   doable.     

  
And   this,   my   friend?   Is   TYPICAL.   

  
I   know   this   because   I’ve   spent   the   last   14   years   in   the   book   publishing   world,   providing   feedback   
and   guidance   to   writers,   all   the   way   from   book   concept   to   published   book   to   selling   their   first   
1,000   books   to   5,000   books   to   10,000   books,   and   beyond.   

  
As   a   part   of   the   Breakthrough   Bestseller   Plan,   the   first   major   benefit   you   receive   is   the   
opportunity   to   receive   personalized   feedback   from   our   editorial   team.   

  

Breakthrough   Bestseller   Plan   Benefit   #1:     

In-Depth   Editorial   Review   
  

One   of   our   senior   book   editors   will   read   what   you’ve   written,   start   to   finish.   Your   editor   takes   
detailed   notes,   creates   a   summary   review,   and   actually   gets   on   the   phone   with   you   to   talk   through   

the   main   areas   of   potential   and   improvement   in   your   writing.     
  

Your   book   editor   will   provide   specific   suggestions   for   structuring   or   restructuring   your   book,   how   
many   chapters   should   there   be,   how   long   should   each   chapter   be,   whether   you   need   to   add   more   
detail   or   delete   paragraphs,   or   any   other   high-level,   relevant   changes   to   the   flow   of   your   book.     

  
Your   book   editor   will   give   you   feedback   on   whether   your   throughline   is   interesting   enough   that   
the   reader   wants   to   keep   turning   pages   and   is   it   cohesive   so   that   the   reader   is   following   the   
threads,   from   beginning   to   end.   

  
You’ll   have   your   book   editor’s   notes   on   individual   chapters   to   make   sure   they   read   smoothly,   that   
you   haven’t   repeated   yourself,   that   any   of   the   rambling,   unconnected   sections   are   trimmed,   and   it   
all   comes   together   in   a   final,   well-structured,   FINISHED   book.   

  
We’re   committed   to   helping   you   write   a   great   book   because   THIS   book   could   become   a   perennial   
bestseller,   your   readers’   go-to   book   recommendation,   and   the   platform   for   your   long-term   success   
as   an   author.   

  
The   only   way   writers   typically   get   this   level   of   feedback   from   our   team   is   inside   of   our   publishing   
projects,   and   they’re   usually   paying   $30,000   or   more   to   work   with   us.   

  

We’ll   discuss   the   total   value   you’re   getting   here   in   a   moment,   but   look   at   it   this   way…   
  

This   editorial   review,   alone,   could   be   the   difference   between   a   mediocre   book   and   a   GREAT   book,   
the   kind   of   book   that   you’ll   be   proud   to   sell   and   will   continue   to   sell   for   years   to   come.   

(Turn   to   the   next   page…)   



  
    

  
I’ll   answer   questions   you   might   have   about   the   editorial   review   later   in   this   letter.   But   before   we   
do   that,   I   want   to   tell   you   about   the   SECOND   BIG   benefit   you   receive   the   moment   you   sign   up   for   

the   Breakthrough   Bestseller   Plan,   and   that   is…   
  

Breakthrough   Bestseller   Plan   Benefit   #2:     

In-Depth   Market   Analysis   

  

Our   marketing   team   will   take   a   deep   dive   into   the   best   way   to   get   your   book   in   front   of   tens   of   
thousands   of   the   right   readers,   from   the   start.   We’ll   analyze   what   readers   are   looking   for   now,   
generally,   as   well   as   what’s   trending   in   your   specific   market   of   readers   and   what   other   comparable   
titles   are   earning   in   monthly   sales.     

  

Here’s   why   this   is   so    powerful :   
  

This   type   of   market   analysis   is   engineered   to   help   you   know     
how   big   your   readership   is,   where   to   strategically   categorize   your   book,     

how   quickly   you   can   expect   to   re-coupe   publishing   costs     
so   that   you’re   confidently   making   money   as   an   author.  

  
The   truth   of   the   matter   is   that   debut   authors   have   a   much   better   chance   of   marketing   by   simply   

getting   their   books   where   readers   are   already   looking   for   a   book   like   yours—in   online   retailers,   like   
Amazon,   where   most   readers   are   buying   their   books,   right   now.   

  
We’ll   give   you   our   suggestion   for   the   best   market   for   your   book   that   already   has   thousands   of   

readers   looking   for   a   book   like   yours   (the   EXACT   keywords,   categories,   and   more).     
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“I   can't   believe   that   I've   written   49,000   words.   Having   a   time   
horizon   has   been   critical   for   me.    It   forces   me   to   have   a   tempo.    It   
takes   it   from   being   a   project   that   could   go   on   forever   into   a   
project   with   bit-size   chunks.   My   writing   coach   has   encouraged   
me   to   find   my   voice   and   let   my   personality   and   humor   shine   
through.    I   never   would   have   done   that.    I   would   have   written   the   
most   boring   business   book   known   to   man.   She   has   reminded   me   
to   tell   stories   and   to   just   keep   writing,   and   she   has   been   a   valued   
partner   to   me   in   this   process.”   
—Rob   Tracy   



  
  

to   interested   enough   to   buy?   We’ll   show   you   how   to   tap   into   the   psychology   of   book   buyers   with   
your   title,   subtitle,   and   description,   so   that   they   know   they   want   to   buy   your   book   immediately.   

  
When   you   approach   book   marketing   THIS   way,   you’re   not   just   selling   a   book   occasionally;   you’re   
selling   hundreds   and   thousands   of   copies   of   your   book   easily   because   you   know   how   to   tap   into   
the   market   of   eager   readers   looking   for   YOUR   book.   

  
Our   goal   is   simple:   We   want   to   help   you   know,   once   and   for   all,   when   you   finally   finish   your   book,   is   
it    good ,   and   will   it    sell ?   

  
Which   leads   me   to…   

  
  

Breakthrough   Bestseller   Plan   Benefit   #3:     
The   Insider’s   Comprehensive   Book   Publishing   Guide   

  
You   might   feel   like   you’re   at   the   stage   where   you   need   to   decide   on   which   type   of   publishing   to   
pursue   and   you   sense   that   finding   the   right   path   now   could   be   the   ‘make   or   break’   for   all   of   your   
future   work.     

  
This   guide   provides   a   comprehensive   360-view   of   the   four   main   options   in   the   publishing   industry:   
traditional   publishers,   hybrid   publishers,   self-publishing   companies,   and   self-publishing—the   pros   
and   cons   that   only   publishing   insiders   know.   I’m   sharing   all   of   this   with   you,   so   you   can   TRULY   

make   the   best   decision   for   your   book,   without   other   peoples’   agendas   (or   profits!)   interfering   with   
the   ultimate   potential   of   your   book.     

  
I’m   also   including   a   ridiculously   detailed   milestone   map   for   every   step   your   book   will   go   through,   
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“Entrepreneur.com   put   my   book   at   #5   for   the   ‘Top   10   Must-Read   
Books   for   Entrepreneurial   Graduates’…   right   under   Gary   
Vaynerchuck’s   book!”   

Once   you   know   your   market-fit,   you   can   even   

make   sure   your   book   is   informed   by   what   the   
market’s   looking   for,   so   that   your   book   meets   a   
true   need   for   your   readers.   This   is   how   perennial   
bestsellers   are   crafted.   

  
Our   marketing   team   will   find   comparative   book   
titles   so   that   you   can   see   which   authors   and   titles   
are   already   making   money   in   this   topic   and   

genre,   so   you   can   be   sure   that   there’ll   be   existing   
demand   for   a   book   like   yours   for   years   to   come.   

  
We’ll   show   you   how   we   convert   viewers   into   

buyers.   When   someone   stumbles   upon   your   
book,   how   do   you   get   them   to   move   from   curious    



  
from   concept   to   first   draft   to   comprehensive   editing,   through   design   and   publication,   so   that   you   
know   exactly   what   to   expect   when   publishing   your   book.   This   guide   encapsulates   my   14+   years   of   

working   with   books   so   that   publishing   your   book   becomes   seamless,   stress-free,   and   easy   to   
manage.     

  
  

Breakthrough   Bestseller   Plan   Benefit   #4:     
Access   To   Our   Secret   Book   Launch   Process   

  
  

We   consistently   launch   books   of   first-time   authors   whose   new   books   start   ranking   at   #1   in   three   
or   more   categories,   20+   reviews,   and   are   set   up   to   effortlessly   generate   an   additional   100+   

reviews.   Want   to   know   how   I’ve   sold   15,000   copies   of   my   book   and   gotten   1,092   reviews   on   
Amazon,   with   reviews   still   coming   in   on   autopilot   every   day?     

  

  
  

This   bonus   includes   exact   email   templates,   social   media   swipe   files,   book   launch   team   strategies,   

effective   book   promotion   sites   that   are   working   now,   and   a   full   book   launch   timeline—all   ready   
and   loaded   for   you   to   copy   and   use   in   your   next   book   launch.   

  
THIS   is   our   Secret   Book   Launch   Process,   refined   over   years,   reserved   ONLY   for   our   internal   team…   
until   now...   

  
  

PLUS:   TWO   “SUPER”   BONUSES   
Available   to   the    First   Five   (5)   

Approved   Writers   ONLY   
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Because   I   want   to   make   this   a   complete   no-brainer   decision   for   you…   AND   because   I   like   to   reward   
people   who   take   immediate   action—I’m   offering   2   additional   “super”   bonuses   to   the   FIRST   5   

people   who    apply   today    and   are   accepted   to   work   with   our   team   at   the   “Accelerated”   pace   
Breakthrough   Bestseller   Plan.   Here   is   the   FIRST   super   bonus…   

  
Accelerated   Break   

  

Accelerated    FREE   BONUS   #1:     

Your   Book   Marketing   Strategy   
Call   Will   Be   With   ME,   PERSONALLY   

  
  

This   is   something   I   was    initially    going   to   eliminate   entirely   from   this   program.   
  

Why?  
  

Mainly,   because:   
  

a.)   My   time   is   so   limited,   and   based   on   the   results   authors   get,   
  

b.)   I   know   how   valuable   it   is.   It’s   not   uncommon   for   people   to   sell   thousands   of   copies   of   their  
books   after   a   single   conversation   with   me…   

  

This,   my   friend,   is   ALSO   HUGE.   
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Laurie   Scott   had   a   small   platform   when   she   launched   her   
book,    God   Doesn’t   Make   Mistakes .   I   laid   out   a   long-term   
marketing   strategy,   specific   to   what   would   work   best   for   
her   and   her   audience.   

  
After   that    one   conversation ,   Laurie   implemented   that   
strategy,   steadily,   over   several   months.   She   now   has   126   
reviews,   has   sold   $20,000   worth   of   books,   and   has   been   
approached   by   a   well-known   international   publisher   to   
translate   her   book   into   French.   

  
Let   me   ask   you   a   question:   What   would   selling   1,000   or   

5,000   or   10,000   copies   of   your   book   be   worth   to   YOU?   
  

With   this   bonus,   in   addition   to   your   in-depth   market   
analysis,   I   will   personally   review   your   entire   marketing   
plan   with   you,   directly,   one-on-one,   in   your   marketing   
strategy   call   myself.   

  



  
Remember,   there   is   a   waitlist   right   now   with   200+   people   waiting   to   work   with   me   and   my   team.   
My   calendar   is   currently   not   open   for   consultations.   Most   recently,   I’ve   charged   $1,000/hour   for  

private   consulting—and   I   don’t   do   any   “one-off”   consulting   calls   because   the   opportunity   cost   for   
me   is   just   too   high.   

  
Working   with   me   and   my   team   in   the   Accelerated   Breakthrough   Bestseller   Plan   is   the    only    way   to   

get   any   personal,   one-on-one   coaching   and   consulting   time   with   me,   directly.   
  

Now,   let’s   talk   about   something   that   might   end   up   being    even   more   valuable    to   you   and   your   author   
career   than   anything   else   we’ve   talked   about   up   to   this   point…   

  
We   recently   asked   our   authors   what   the   most   valuable   aspect   of   working   with   our   team   was.   

  
And   you   know   what?   

  
It   WASN’T   the   editorial   feedback.   

  
They   love   working   with   our   team   of   book   editors.   They    raved    about   it.   

  
But   they   said   that   something   else   was   even   MORE   valuable.   And   when   you   work   with   our   team   in   
the    Accelerated    Breakthrough   Bestseller   Plan,   you’ll   be   getting   access   to   this   special   bonus,   
previously    only    available   to   our   authors:  

  
  

Accelerated    FREE   BONUS   #2:     

Author   Platform   “Growth   Hacks”   

  
It’s   one   thing   to   write   a   great   book,   set   up   a   strategic   launch   plan,   and   sell   thousands   of   copies   as   a   
debut   author…   

  

BUT   what   happens   after   the   launch?   
  

How   do   you   continue   to   GROW   your   author   platform   so   that   you   can   create   a   community   of   
raving   fans   who   will   leave   reviews,   spread   the   word,   and   buy   your   next   book?     

  

Most   authors   use   social   media,   websites,   and   email   lists   completely   ineffectively.   Maybe   you’ve   
even   tried   to   grow   your   author   platform   and   found   that:   

  
● You   spend   too   many   hours   on   social   media   with   no   real   traction…   

● You   feel   uncertain   about   what   to   post   and   how   to   get   a   reaction…   
● You’d   rather   be   writing   your   next   book   or   growing   your   business...   
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Because,   in   the   long-term,   you   need   to   not   only   get   your   first   book   out,   you   need   to   then   establish   
the   foundations   of   an   author   brand   that   will   grow,   expand,   and   reach   wider   and   wider   audiences   

through   the   years.   

If   you   have   a   vision   for,   not   just   publishing   a   book,   but   creating   a   movement,   getting   your   words   in   
front   of   thousands,   even   millions   of   readers,   this   is   exactly   the   strategy   you   need   to   “growth   hack”   

your   author   platform.   
  

The   Only   Question   Is…   
How   Much   Is   This   Going   To   Cost?   

  

Considering   EVERYTHING   you   get   when   you   work   with   our   team   in   the    Accelerated    Breakthrough   
Bestseller   Plan…   

  
● In-Depth   Editorial   Review Valued   at   $4,750   

● In-Depth   Market   Analysis Valued   at   $4,750   
● FREE   Insider’s   Comprehensive   Guide   to   Publishing Valued   at   $8,200   
● FREE   Access   To   Our   Secret   Book   Launch   Process Valued   at   $5,400   
● BONUS   #1:   Private   Strategy   Call   with   Morgan Valued   at   $1,500   

● BONUS   #2:   Author   Platform   “Growth   Hacks” Valued   at   $7,800   

  
The   TOTAL   VALUE   you   receive   the   moment   you   join   is   at   LEAST   $30,000+   
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This   is   why   I’ve   created   a   series   of   intensive   workshops,   
where   we   go   deep   into   how   to   find   your   readers   online,   
how   to   create   an   engaging   social   media   strategy,   grow   

your   email   list,   and   connect   with   influencers   in   your   space.    
  

You   see   over   my   shoulder,   as   I   show   you   exactly   how   to   set   
up   your   online   presence,   how   to   set   up   simple   tools   for   

social   media   and   email,   and   how   to   strategically   pursue   
relationships   with   others   who   will   help   your   books   get   in   
front   of   more   readers   quickly—all   from   the   comfort   of   
your   own   home.   

  
I’ve   personally   built   an   email   list   of   over   45,000   
subscribers   and   a   Facebook   Page   of   over   10,000   
followers.   Plus,   I’ve   been   featured   on   dozens   of   podcasts   

and   stages   with   a   collective   audience   of   well   over   
100,000.     

  
I’m   taking   you   behind   the   scenes   to   show   you   exactly   how   

I’ve   done   it,   so   you   can   have   the   quickest   path   to   a   
bestselling   author   platform,   even   with   your   very   first   
book.   

What   could   you   do   with   an   email   list   of   45,000+?   You   
could   sell   thousands   of   copies,   directly   to   your   readers.   



  
  

But   here’s   the   good   news:  
  

YOU   have   a   chance   to   get   in   today   in   the    Accelerated    Breakthrough   Bestseller   Plan   at   a   fraction   of   

that   price.   
  

You   don’t   have   to   pay   the   $30,000   required   to   be   a   private   client.   
  

And,   instead,   you   can   get   access   to   professional   feedback   and   guidance   on    your   book    TODAY   in   the   
Accelerated    Breakthrough   Bestseller   Plan   for   just   3   payments   of   $1,000.   

  
OR   

  

You   can   pay   $2,950   upfront,   and   I’ll   consider   you   paid   in   FULL,   and   you   will   not   owe   another   
penny.   

  

Why   am   I   offering   such   a     
MASSIVE   limited-time   discount?   

  
The   reason   is   simple:   I   like   to   reward   early   action-takers.   And   I   like   to   take   care   of   my   best,   most   
devoted   clients.    (In   return,   I   may   ask   you   to   share   your   results   so   we   can   continue   to   attract   more   
noteworthy   writers   like   you…)   
Fair   enough?   

  
Now,   I   do   need   to   mention   that   in   order   to   work   with   our   team   in   this    Accelerated    Breakthrough   
Bestseller   Plan,    there   IS   one   catch :   

  

You   must   QUALIFY   

to   work   with   our   team…   
  

The   name   of   this   program   is   “bestseller”   for   a   reason.   To   be   completely   honest,   not   all   books   and   
not   all   authors   are   going   to   be   a   good   fit   for   this   type   of   market   research   or   for   working   with   our   

team.   Bestselling   books   have   certain   characteristics,   including   a   compelling   message   or   storyline   
and   relevance   to   readers   now.   Also,   bestselling    authors    tend   to   have   certain   characteristics,   
including   a   willingness   to   incorporate   new   ideas   into   a   book   to   make   it   truly   stand   out   in   the   
marketplace.   

  
So,   in   order   to   qualify,   first,   you   must   have   a   compelling   book   concept   that   you   can   communicate   
clearly,   as   well   as   an   idea   of   why   readers   will   get   value   and   enjoyment   from   a   book   like   this.   We’re   
not   going   to   come   up   with   your   idea    for    you;   we’re   going   to   help   you   take   your   existing   book   idea   

and   make   it   into   a    great    book   with   long-term   sales.   
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Second,   you   must   be   willing   to   listen   to   feedback.   Whether   or   not   you   incorporate   our   feedback   
will   be   your   choice.   Our   only   request   (and   requirement)   is   that   you’re   willing   to   engage   in   a   

thoughtful   conversation   with   us   about   what’s   possible   for   your   book.   
  

And   the   reason   why   I   need   to   make   this   program   application-only   is   two-fold:   
  

First,   right   now,   as   we   speak…   
  

There   are   more   people   who   want   to   be   part   of   this   program   than   there   are   spots   we’re   making   
available:   

  

  
  

Second,   it’s   super   important   that   this   program   is   a   good   fit   for   where   you   are,   right   now,   in   your   
author   journey,   and   what   you’re   looking   to   achieve.  

  

And   I   want   to   make   sure   you’re   the   right   fit   for   us   to   work   together.   
  

So   if   you’re   interested   in   taking   advantage   of   this   opportunity   to   work   closely   with   our   team….   
  

Here’s   How   to   Apply:   
  

Step   1:    Visit   this   link   below:   

  

PaperRavenBooks.com/Start      
  

Step   2:    That   link   will   take   you   to   a   page   with   a   $100   refundable   application   fee.   
  

Fill   in   your   information   and   submit   your   payment.   Once   you’ve   done   that,   you’ll   be   directed   to   an   

application   form   that   consists   of   four   (4)   questions.   
  

Step   3:    Answer   the   four   application   questions   and   hit   SUBMIT.   
  

Applications   will   be   considered     

On   a   first-come,   first-serve   basis.   
  

Which   means,   if   you   want   to   get   the    exclusive    Accelerated   Breakthrough   Bestseller   Program   
bonuses,   then   make   sure   you’re   one   of   the   first   5   (FIVE)   people   to   submit   your   application.   I   
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strongly   suggest   you   do   this   RIGHT   NOW,   while   you’re   reading   this   letter   and   you’re   still   thinking   
about   it.   

  
*NOTE:   If   you’re   not   accepted   into   the   program,   your   $100   application   fee   will   be   returned   to   you.   
If   you   ARE   accepted,   the   application   fee   will   be   applied   to   your   balance   and   credited   toward   the   
Breakthrough   Bestseller   Program.   

  
Now,   I   realize   some   people   may   have   some   questions   about   the   program,   so   let   me   take   a   moment   
to   answer   as   many   of   them   as   I   can   here   in   one   place:   

  

  

Answers   to   questions   you   might   have:   

  
Q:   How   long   does   it   take   to   complete   the   review   and   market   analysis?   

  

After   you’ve   submitted   your   book   concept,   it’ll   be   approximately   one   month.   One   of   our   senior   
book   coaches   will   spend   two   to   three   weeks   reviewing   your   material,   provide   written   feedback,   
and   get   on   the   phone   with   you   to   discuss   in   depth.   At   the   same   time,   one   of   our   marketing   analysts   
will   review   your   book   concept,   do   a   deep   dive   into   research,   provide   your   report   and   get   on   the   

phone   with   you   to   discuss   in   depth.   The   whole   process   takes   about   a   month.   
  

Q:   When   do   I   get   access   to   the   bonuses?   
  

If   you’re   eager   to   get   started,   right   away,   as   soon   as   you’re   accepted   into   the   program,   you   get   

instant   access   to   those   bonuses:   Insider’s   Comprehensive   Guide   to   Publishing   and    Our   Secret   
Book   Launch   Process.   And,   if   you’re   one   of   the   first   five   (5)   to   apply   and   be   accepted,   you’ll   also   get   
instant   access   to   our   Author   Platform   “Growth   Hacks”   super   bonus.   

  

Q:   Would   I   submit   my   application   early?   
  

Spots   are    extremely    limited.   And   applications   will   be   considered   on   a   first-come,   first-serve   basis.   
There   are   over   45,000   writers   in   our   community,   and   this   program   is   limited   to   10.   

  
And   if   you   want   to   be   able   to   take   advantage   of   the   Accelerated   Super   Bonuses,   then   act   quickly,   
because   there   are   only   5   more   spots   available   at   this   level.   

  

If   you’re   at   ALL   interested,   I   strongly   suggest   you   submit   your   application   today,   while   you’re   
reading   this   and   while   it’s   still   on   your   mind.    Remember:   Only   the   first   5   accepted   get   those   two   SUPER   
bonuses   I   mentioned   above.   

  

Q:   When   will   I   find   out   if   I’m   one   of   the   first   5   people   accepted?   
  

Once   we’ve   received   your   application,   you’ll   be   able   to   schedule   a   call.   I   suggest   you   schedule   a   call   
as   early   as   possible.   And   you’ll   find   out   during   that   call   where   your   application   stands   in   the   queue.   
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Here’s   the   link   to   apply:    PaperRavenBooks.com/Start   
  
  

Q:   What’s   the   difference   between   the   “ Breakthrough    Bestseller”   Plan   and   just   having   someone   
read   my   book   and   give   me   feedback?   

  
If   you   give   your   writing   to   a   friend   and   ask   for   feedback,   a)   you’ll   be   lucky   if   they   read   it   in   any   sort   

of   timely   manner   and   b)   their   response   will   probably   be   vague   and   not   especially   helpful.   
  

If   you   hire   an   editor,   they’re   going   to   help   you   make   your   book   better,   for   sure.   Their   big   blindspot,   
though,   is   they’re   not   thinking   about   the   first,   fundamental   question:   what’s   the   MARKET   for   this   

book?     
  

“Is   it    good ?”   Yes.   AND,   “Will   it    sell ?”   Those   are   two   different   questions.   
  

When   you   work   with   our   team   of   publishing   professionals,   we   review   BOTH   your   writing   and   the   
market   for   your   book.   We’re   thinking   about   getting   the   right   structure   for   your   book,   based   on   
what   your   readers   are   looking   for   in   a   book   like   yours.   We’re   also   thinking   about   the   market   
potential   for   your   book.     

  
We   put   on   a   wide-angle   lens   to   make   sure   that,   yes,   you   know   exactly   what   needs   to   happen   next   
in   revising   and   prepping   your   book   for   quality   publication,   AND,   you   know   exactly   what   the   size   of   
readership   is   for   a   book   like   yours,   even   before   you   release   your   book.   

  
Very   few   people   in   the   book   world   are   able   to   give   you   this   depth   and   breadth   of   feedback.   

  
  

Q:   Does   my   book   need   to   be   completely   DONE   before   I   can   take   advantage   of   this?   

  
Nope!     

  
If   you   have   a   written   draft   (something   like   30,000   words),   we   will   review   all   of   your   content,   so   

that   we   can   see   the   scope   of   the   book   and   the   trajectory   of   the   storyline.   Yes,   it’s   okay   if   your   
manuscript   is   still   in   “rough   draft”   form.   We’re   book   coaches!   We’re   very   used   to   working   with   
messy   ideas.   :)   

  

And   even   if   you   don’t   have   a   written   draft,   that’s   okay,   too!   We’ll   send   you   a   Book   Concept   Brief   to   
answer   for   us,   and   you   can   fill   out   the   Book   Concept   Brief   for   one,   two,   or   three   book   ideas.   Our   
senior   book   coach   will   review,   provide   written   feedback,   and   then   follow   up   with   an   in-depth   
phone   call   to   discuss,   brainstorm,   and   offer   clarifying   suggestions.   

  
It’s   like   the   litmus   test   to   know   the   book   will   be   successful   before   you   even   commit   to   writing   it!   
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Q:   What   genres   or   topics   are   a   best   fit   for   this   “ Breakthrough    Bestseller”   Plan?   

  
We   do   not   offer   our   services   for   picture   books,   coffee   table   books,   or   cookbooks.   For   referrals   to   
partners   who   we   trust   in   these   areas,   please   reach   out   to   us   with   your   query:   
hello@paperravenbooks.com   

  
For   all   other   types   of   nonfiction,   fiction,   or   memoir,   we   very   likely   have   a   senior   book   coach   who   
has   years   of   experience   in   your   type   of   book.   And   we’ll   let   you   know   whether   we’re   a   good   fit   for   
your   book   or   not.   If   we’re   not,   we’ll   do   our   best   to   refer   you   to   one   of   our   trusted   partners!   

  
Q:   Is   there   a   Guarantee?   

  
If   you’re   not   thrilled   with   the   insights   and   guidance   we   provide   in   your   “Breakthrough   Bestseller”   

Plan,   we’ll   gladly   refund   100%   of   your   money.   We   do   ask   that   you   have   a   phone   call   with   our   team,   
in   order   to   be   eligible   for   your   refund,   so   that   we   can   talk   with   you   about   what   didn’t   work   for   you.  

  
Q:   Does   this   include   editing,   design,   publishing,   and   all   the   things?   

  
Technically,   editing,   design,   and   publishing   the   book   is   outside   the   scope   of   this   “ Breakthrough   
Bestseller”   Plan.   Some   of   the   writers   we   work   with   will   take   their   book   to   a   traditional   publisher   or   
hybrid   publisher   or   continue   working   with   our   Paper   Raven   Books   team.   That’s   not   a   decision   you   

have   to   make,   right   now,   though,   and   there   are   no   ongoing   obligations.   
  

After   your   one-on-one   strategy   session   with   us,   if   you’d   like   to   talk   with   us   about   working   with   our   
team,   Paper   Raven   Books,   we’ll   set   up   a   follow-up   call   to   discuss   those   options.   Plus   your  
investment   in   the   “Breakthrough   Bestseller”   plan   would   100%   count   toward   any   package   that   you   

might   do   with   us   in   the   future.   
  

Lastly,   if   you   still   have   any   unanswered   questions,   my   recommendation   is   this:   
  

Apply   now   by   visiting   this   link   below:   
PaperRavenBooks.com/Start   

  
Seriously.   That   gets   your   application   into   the   queue.   

  
Then,   when   you   answer   the   four   questions—be   sure   to   include   any   questions    you    might   have,   along   
with   your   application,   we’ll   make   sure   your   questions   are   answered.   

  

But,   again,   because   space   is    extremely   limited    and   because   I   have   no   idea   how   quickly   we’re   going   to   
fill   up   capacity,   I   strongly   recommend   you   go   ahead   and   do   this   now,   while   you’ve   got   this   letter   in   
front   of   you,   and   you’re   still   thinking   about   it.   
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I’ll   leave   you   with   that   for   now.   Have   a   great   rest   of   your   day,   and   I   look   forward   to   seeing   your   
application.   

  
All   my   best,   

Morgan   Gist   MacDonald   
  

P.S.   So   what   IS   the   secret   that   took   me   from   an   unknown,   first-time   author   to   selling   over   15,000   

books   and   receiving   1,087   reviews   on   my   book   (and   more   every   day)?   
  

It   was   this:    The   perspective   of   long-term   success   as   an   author.   If   you’ve   done   any   searching   in   the   
publishing   space,   you   know   that   there   are   hundreds   of   folks   selling   “quick   fixes”   for   authors.     

  
They   might   show   you   how   to   pop   your   book   up   to   an   “Amazon   #1,”   but   they   don’t   provide   any   
insights   into   how   to   continue   selling   your   book   day-after-day,   month-after-month,   year-after-year.   
Others   might   get   you   “PR”   on   TV/news/radio   stations,   but   those   spotlights   are   gone   as   soon   as   the   

show   is   over.   They   don’t   provide   a   plan   for   building   a   readership   around   your   book.   
  

These   short-term   tactics   get   you   addicted   to   the   quick   hit   of   publicity,   always   chasing   the   next   
opportunity   and   hoping   to   catch   your   “big   break.”   

  
To   be   really   honest?   I   don’t   play   those   games.   Sure,   my   strategies   will   pop   your   book   up   to   hit   
several   #1s   in   Amazon,   but   that’s   just   a   byproduct   of   a   really   solid   plan.      

  

My   goal   for   you   isn’t   a   flash-in-the-pan   launch   or   a   brief   spotlight.   My   goal   for   you   is   long-term   
success   as   an   author.   I   help   you   craft   your   unique   strategy   that   centers   on   book   sales,   book   
reviews,   and   growing   your   readership.   

  
This   is   what   I’ve   done   for   myself,   and   it’s   what   I   do,   all   day,   every   day,   with   our   community   of   

authors.   
  

Apply   now   by   visiting   this   link   below:   
PaperRavenBooks.com/Start   

  
P.P.S.   Still   not   sure?   Check   this   out:   

  

Here’s   what   actual   clients   are     
saying   about   the   results   they   achieve   once   

they   work   with   our   team   on   their   books:   
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   Go   here   to   apply:      PaperRavenBooks.com/Start     
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"They   took   my   document   and   helped   me   to   organise   everything!”   

 

  "When   I   contacted   Morgan   about   the   first   draft   
of   my   book,   everything   felt   like   such   a   big   mess!   
I’d   been   working   on   the   book   for   ages,   writing   
bits   here   and   there,   and   it   all   ended   up   feeling   
overwhelming,   and   I   felt   completely   lost   with   it   
all.   Morgan   took   my   document   and   helped   me   to   
organise   everything   better   and   improve   parts   of   
it,   so   it   all   made   so   much   more   sense.   Now,   I   
have   finished   the   draft!   Woohoo!"   
—Carrie   Green   

“I   now   have   not   just   a   book,   but   a   blog,   podcast   interviews,   
a   website,   and   a   social   media   presence ..”   

    

“I   had   zero   experience   in   writing,   editing,   
publishing   or   product   marketing.   I   now   
have   not   just   a   book,   but   a   blog,   podcast   
interviews,   a   website,   and   a   social   media   
presence--all   things   I   did   not   have   before   
working   with   Paper   Raven   Books.   
Working   with   them   was   absolutely   
amazing   and   I   really   liked   how   
understanding   and   patient   everyone   was   
I   loved   the   experience   with   them   so   much   
I   think   I   might   just   start   writing   another   
book   just   to   continue   to   work   with   them!”   
—   Joey   Wilkes   

    

 

http://paperravenbooks.com/Start
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“ The   whole   process   was   organized   and   helped   me   get   through   
editing   in   half   the   time   it   would   have   taken   if   I   had   done   it   alone…”     

   “The   biggest   challenge   I   was   experiencing   was   getting   
organized   and   staying   focused   on   writing.   Since   working   
with   Morgan   and   her   team,   I’ve   been   able   to   find   a   cohesive   
theme   for   my   book,   get   organized   and   focused   on   my   topic,   
and   complete   my   book!   I   really   appreciated   my   coach’s   
ability   to   reign   me   back   in   when   I   started   spiraling   out   of   
control   in   terms   of   anxiety,   procrastination,   and   overwhelm.   
    
“The   whole   process   was   organized   and   helped   me   get   
through   editing   in   half   the   time   it   would   have   taken   if   I   had   
done   it   alone.   We   all   had   clear   goals   and   deadlines,   and   I   
appreciated   how   responsive   the   team   was   and   how   
professional   each   member   was   throughout   the   whole   
publishing   process.   I   definitely   could   not   have   become   an   
Amazon   bestselling   author   on   my   own.    Thank   you   so   much   
for   your   encouragement   and   for   believing   in   me   and   my   
book!”    —Mercedes   Samudio   

  
“I   could   ask   questions   at   any   time   and   

someone   on   the   team   would   be   available   to   help… ”   

  
“I   didn't   know   very   much   about   the   process   of   writing  
and   publishing   a   book,   and   it   seemed   overwhelming   
to   attempt   it   myself.   After   working   with   Paper   Raven   
Books,   I   am   so   proud   of   my   book   and   could   not   have   
accomplished   all   that   I   did   on   my   own.   I   especially   
liked   the   way   communication   was   handled   and   
knowing   I   could   ask   questions   at   any   time   and   
someone   on   the   team   would   be   available   to   help.   I   
would   certainly   recommend   Paper   Raven   Books   to   
others   and   would   use   them   again   myself.   I   was   
thankful   to   be   working   with   a   team   that   was   not   only   
professional   but   also   strived   to   give   me   personal   
attention   every   step   of   the   way!”    —Lisa   Goins   
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  “This   is   a   fantastic   team,   full   of   helpful,   willing,   devoted   people   who   have   
skillsets   that   are   critical   to   the   success   of   self-published   books …”   

   “I   would   absolutely   recommend   Paper   Raven   Books   
to   others,   and   I   already   have!   This   is   a   fantastic   
team,   full   of   helpful,   willing,   devoted   people   who   have   
skillsets   that   are   critical   to   the   success   of   
self-published   books.   The   breadth   of   expertise   and   
competencies   of   the   entire   team   made   the   process   
so   much   simpler,   as   opposed   to   having   to   find   each   
specialist   individually.   Thank   you,   Paper   Raven   
Books…   You're   making   a   difference   in   my   life   and   in   
the   lives   of   those   who   will   be   touched   by   this   book   
and   its   message.”    —Licia   Rester   

“The   Paper   Raven   Books   team   held   my   hand   and   led   me   through   a   process   
that   I   could   have   never   navigated   without   their   wisdom   and   support…”     

  “I   thought   you   wrote   a   book   and   it   goes   on   a   
shelf.   Wow,   I   was   mistaken!    The   Paper   Raven   
Books   team   held   my   hand   and   led   me   through   
a   process   that   I   could   have   never   navigated   
without   their   wisdom   and   support.   Multiple   
team   members   exhibited   patience   and   
supreme   understanding   for   my   journey   into   an   
unknown   endeavor.   They   listened   and   
recognized   my   inexperience,   but   never   made   
me   feel   inadequate.   Thanks   to   the   entire   Paper   
Raven   Books   team!”    —Prof.   Steven   Harlem   
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“It   was   such   a   great   experience   to   have   my   book   
taken   care   of   100%   from   editing   to   launching…”   

    

  

“The   biggest   problem   I   faced   when   writing   a   book   was   my   
inability   to   write   in   a   readable   manner.   I'm   always   self-critical   
and   think   every   statement   should   be   backed   up   by   research   
and   scientific   studies,   but   then   it's   not   readable.   Morgan   and   
the   entire   Paper   Raven   Books   team   were   magical   at   helping   me   
solve   this   problem.   
    
“Everything   about   working   with   the   Paper   Raven   Books   team   
was   easy   and   excellent.   It   was   such   a   great   experience   to   have   
my   book   taken   care   of   100%   from   editing   to   launching.   I   would   
recommend   Paper   Raven   Books   to   anyone   who   wants   to   
publish   a   book!”    —Tansy   Briggs,   DOM   

    

“T hey   hit   it   out   of   the   park   with   responsive   graphics     
design,   metadata,   editing,   and   launch   expertise!”  

“I   had   no   knowledge   whatsoever   about   how   to   
write   or   publish   a   book   before   working   with   
Paper   Raven   Books.   The   entire   team   was   
super   professional   and   the   calendar   was   
well-managed   and   adapted   to   changing   
conditions.   Everyone   on   Team   PRB   was   very   
talented,   responsive,   and   professional—they   
hit   it   out   of   the   park   with   responsive   graphics   
design,   metadata,   editing,   and   launch   
expertise.   I   happily   recommend   PRB   to   any   
aspiring   author!”    —Michael   C.   Oster   
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  “I   had   no   idea   how   I   would   feel…   

It’s   been   on   my   bucket   list   for   such   a   long   time... ”   
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  “If   I   have   to   figure   out   how   to   write,   I   don’t   know   what   I’m   doing.     
But   I   do   know   how   to   tell   stories… ”   

  

   “The   first   day   of   writing,   I   almost   threw   my   computer   out   
the   hotel   window   because   I   thought,   ‘If   I   have   to   figure   
out   how   to   write,   I   don’t   know   what   I’m   doing.   But   I   do   
know   how   to   tell   stories.   I’ve   been   telling   stories   for   20   
years!’   …   I   could   not   have   done   this   without   the   team   at   
Paper   Raven.   I   have   friends   who   are   writing   books   with   
publishers,   but   there’s   a   lack   of   equity   in   the   world   of   
production—books   or   music   or   whatever   it   is—and   then   
a   company   owns   it.   And   it’s   not   right.   The   way   y’all   do   
this   with   Paper   Raven,   I   am   100%   telling   you   that   if   you   
have   a   book   in   you,   and   you   want   to    own    your   story   at   
the   end   of   it,   publish   your   book   with   Paper   Raven   
Books.”    —Julie   Carrick   

“I   had   no   idea   how   I   would   feel.   We   launched   on   
Tuesday,   and   it’s   been   quite   emotional!   …   It’s   been   on   
my   bucket   list   for   such   a   long   time.   Knowing   what   I   
know   now,   I   would   tell   myself,   ‘You   don’t   have   to   do   it   
alone.   No   one   does   it   alone,   honestly.   If   you’re   not   
scared,   you’re   not   really   excited.   But   it’s   okay   because   
you’re   not   going   to   be   doing   this   by   yourself.’”     
—Dr.   Helena   Kim   
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  “I   wanted   the   benefits   of   a   publisher,   but   not   the   limitations   of   a   publisher…   
it’s   my   book,   it’s   true   to   me,   and   it   feels   like   me …”   

 

   “I   knew   I   wanted   the   final   say   on   what   was   published,   and   
you   don’t   always   have   that   say   with   a   traditional   
publisher…   I   wanted   the   benefits   of   a   publisher,   but   not   the   
limitations   of   a   publisher.   That’s   why   I   went   with   Paper   
Raven.   They   let   me   control   my   path,   and   they   guided   me.   
There   were   times   that   the   editor   suggested   some   changes,   
and   I   went   with   them,   but   it   didn’t   affect   the   authenticity   of   
my   words.   At   the   end   of   the   day,   it’s   my   book,   it’s   true   to   
me,   and   it   feels   like   me.   And   I   wanted   it   to   be   as   easy   and   
painless   as   possible.   I   knew   parts   of   it   were   going   to   be   
painful,   like   cutting   down   the   content   and   people   evaluating   
your   writing…   but   working   relationships   don’t   have   to   be   
painful,   and   that’s   one   of   the   things   I’ve   really   appreciated.   
It   was   easy   to   do   business   with   my   Paper   Raven   Books   
team,   and   they   were   there   to   support   me.”    —Crystal   
Neubauer   
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